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Abstract: As technologies diversify and become embedded in everyday lives, the technologies we
expose to animals, and the new technologies being developed for animals within the field of Animal
Computer Interaction (ACI) are increasing. As we approach seven years since the ACI manifesto,
which grounded the field within Human Computer Interaction and Computer Science, this thematic
literature review looks at the technologies developed for (non-human) animals. Technologies that
are analysed include tangible and physical, haptic and wearable, olfactory, screen technology and
tracking systems. The conversation explores what exactly ACI is whilst questioning what it means to
be animal by considering the impact and loop between machine and animal interactivity. The findings
of this review are expected to form the first grounding foundation of ACI technologies informing
future research in animal computing as well as suggesting future areas for exploration.
Keywords: Animal Computer Interaction; technologies for animals; animal centered design; usability
for animals; literature review
1. Introduction
The well-being, behaviours, and physical characteristics of animals have long been studied within
animal biology sciences but the landscape changes as the understanding of animals evolves. In the late
twentieth century, studies were conducted into the ways that some animals behave in human-animal
situations and subsequently, these studies have moved towards the ability of animals to assist humans
and thus improve the human condition [1]. As technology has become embedded in the human
condition, it has also become of interest in terms of how it affects the human-animal relation aiming
to move away from anthropocentric work towards an animal-centric focus. Technology today has
been shown to be useful for playful interactions between humans and animals [2,3], for monitoring
animals [4,5], training animals [6] and supporting animals that care for humans [7,8]. This has driven
researchers, for societal and economic reasons, to explore animals within technological situations.
One of the main initial aims for the study of Animal Computer Interaction (ACI) has been
“to understand the interaction between animals and computing technology within the contexts in which
animals habitually live, are active, and socialize with members of the same or other species, including
humans” [9]. As a relatively new field, being coined in 2011 in the ACI Manifesto [9], it has taken its
main reference from Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [3,4,10], which in turn has led to an early
focus on studies of the usability of technology and the user experience of animals to influence the design
of interactive solutions [11,12]. Frameworks have been constructed for ACI technology in the areas of
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interaction design [12], Human Computer Interaction (HCI) [3], ubiquitous computing [5] and game
design [13]. Some of these frameworks aim to reveal the role of technology within a human-animal
interaction [3,5], whilst others aim to minimise the human role to more fully design for the animals’
unique needs. Whilst motivation for animal-computer technologies is often welfare based [5], ACI also
attends to other aspects, including the pet entertainment and holistic well-being sectors where many
commercially available products exist [14,15]. The terminology of welfare we use within this work
is not only in reference towards the animal being healthy, nourished, safe, able to express innate
behaviour, comfortable and not suffering from any negative states (as defined by medical agencies) but
also in viewing the animal as a ‘whole’ [16]. Within ACI, welfare is inherently linked towards animal
centeredness by researchers who allow consent through walking away behaviour (innate behaviour),
research into how to make systems more suitable for animals (comfortable), and often seeking ways to
monitor health (healthy and nourished).
Academic studies pertinent to the design of ACI technologies have increased in number over
the last seven years since the publication of the ACI Manifesto [9], the introduction of the ACISIG
at the CHI conference [17], the first, second, third, fourth and the coming-soon fifth International
Animal-Computer Interaction Conferences (2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018), and workshops at major
HCI conferences (ISAWEL’14, ACI@BHCI 2015, NordiCHI 2014 and 2016 and OzACI@OzCHI 2017).
As interest has grown in this field the workshops and events have been become more specialised with:
ACI@Measuring Behavior 2016, HCI goes to the zoo at CHI’16, Research Methods for ACI, ZooJam at
ACI’16, and Technology for Bonding in Human-Animal Interaction and FarmJam at ACI’17.
However, as we embark on the seventh year since the ACI Manifesto [9] there has yet to be
an in-depth literature review delineating from the foundations of ACI, towards the creation and use
of technical means and their interrelation with animals, looking forwards towards potential areas
for future research. Whilst literature reviews around the field of ACI exist, such as the one for smart
computing and sensing technologies for animal welfare [18], there has yet to be a direct overview
of technologies within ACI. This chronicle begins by briefly exploring what ACI is and considering
how the fields of animal behaviour and HCI intersect and contribute towards the embodied work.
What an interaction is, or can be, defined as is questioned in this narrative. A thematic analysis of
technologies within ACI is then delivered to investigate how the current body of research adds to the
current overall field narratives. Drawing from this, a discussion is held on potential technological
areas that ACI has yet to address, identifying questions opened through this review and concluding in
an overall summary of the field.
This technology driven thematic literature review is intended to both bring clarity to those
entering the field whilst highlighting potential areas of interest for those currently working in the field.
Whilst this review does not tackle ethical, methodological, legal, economic and philosophical issues
surrounding ACI, it is hoped that those embroiled in such topics may find this narrative useful in
initiating discussions.
2. What Is ACI?
The natural question that opens the literature review, and is our starting point, is ‘What is ACI?’
At first glance, ACI can be defined by its components: the animal, the computer, and the way they
work together (as HCI is defined [19]). It can also be defined, as identified within its early work, by the
main goal that it seeks to meet, that being: ‘usability through a discussion about factors involved such
as constraints, functionally and the user’ [20,21].
In seeking to differentiate ACI from HCI, however, it is important to step back and consider what
we define as an animal. The Cambridge Dictionary (2016) offers two definitions:
1. Something that lives and moves but is not a human, bird, fish, or insect.
2. Anything that lives and moves, including people, birds, etc.
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These definitions expose contrasting views and show two ways of looking at ACI: either as (1)
an offshoot of computer science into non-human animals or (2) the encircling of HCI, CCI (Child
Computer Interaction) and other subfields, into an overall look at all animals, including humans
as animals. Whilst the debate over the distinction between human and non-human animals has
far-reaching roots back to Darwin’s approach in the Origin of Species [22], it is probably fair to
say that it is largely about humans’ unique abilities, and beliefs, about the uniqueness of species.
This latter point has been interpreted differently over time according to the mood of the day and the
understanding of mind and action. Biologically speaking, the definition of animal refers to all members
of the kingdom Animalia (The American Heritage Dictionary) but colloquial use of animal frequently
refers to non-human animals in an umbrella terminology. The tension between the two positions
challenges ACI to consider methodologically the position that animals hold within the research space.
Tattersall describes well the problem space writing that ‘We have similarities with everything else in
nature; it would be astonishing if we didn’t. But we’ve got to look at the differences’ [23]. From here on in,
this narrative will refer to ACI as assuming the exclusion of the human for clarity but will descend
from the vantage point of anti-dichotomy within the animal hierarchy by focusing on, like Tattersall,
the differences between species’ use of computers and computer technology.
Reflecting on the human-animal difference, the field of ACI emerged in computer science research
via HCI but technology had previously been used to explore animal behaviour in other research fields
(e.g., bio-logging within animal ecology and technological interventions for animal cognition studies).
The inclusion of the term ‘computer’ in ACI assumes that the technology with which the animal is
interacting, or which is facilitating some behaviour, is embedded with computer technology and so is
able to react and interact with elements in the environment.
What Is Interaction?
Interaction, and its study, is elemental to HCI and thus also to ACI. In ACI this interaction always
includes the animal and the technology but often will also include a human owner, researcher and/or
carer. The study of ACI aims to enhance interaction by developing methods, philosophical stances
and theories within this space. However, the terminology of what it means to have an interactive
system has not yet been clearly defined within ACI. Interaction can be seen in a broad way as the
framing of the relationship between people and the objects designed for them [24] but in ACI, as in
HCI, interaction is more often seen as an archetypal structure, such as the feedback loop [25] where
reference is made to ’an interaction,’ which is the communication between system and user. This maps
onto what is described in animal behaviourism as stimuli and responses [26]. Within this definition,
interaction in ACI refers to the way that the animal reacts to the technology and in return the way that
the technology then responds to the animal within the feedback loop. This typical definition has been
questioned by Aspling & Juhlin [27] who instead refer to interaction as a dyadic, direct and strategic
interaction between multiple agencies arguing instead for Actor-Network Theory and Goffman’s [28]
notion of strategic interaction in ACI.
The term ‘interaction’ is used throughout this literature review, but it is acknowledged, in the
sense of Buchanan’s [24] definition of interaction, that the degree to which an animal can meaningfully
interact with a computer system is unknown as animals’ intentions, and what animals perceive as
possible to do within a computer system, are unidentified. This is not to imply that animals cannot
have implicit or unaware interactions that are meaningful, but that the scope behind terming what is
meaningful to an animal within the interaction is unknown. In HCI, this degree of representation is
described in the theoretical framework coined by Norman [29] as ‘the gulf of execution’. A model of this
within ACI is shown in Figure 1. Research endeavour in ACI explores this ‘gulf’ of the animal user’s
intentions [20,30,31] and considers if this can be represented, directly perceived and interpreted [8].
This is explored through trying to capture the animal user’s actions and intentions. In human-human
and human-computer communication, there is a rich two-way feedback loop of interactivity where
there is derived meaning gathered from the actions taken, the interpretation, and in return the output
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delivered. There also appears evidence of this feedback loop in animal-human communication between
animal and trainer, such as when they interact.Multimodal Technol. Interact. 2018, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 29 
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It is in this ay that often I explores the gulf of execution, the top half of the feedback loop,
and it is acknowledged that the loop may not be fully closed. In ACI this is due to the bottom
half of the loop (gulf of evaluation) being unknown, that is, an animal interaction can be captured,
but what meaning this has to the animal (interpretation) is yet to be discovered. For these reasons,
ACI is not primarily about designing complete interactive systems but more about exploring elements
within them. These elements include ‘looking at behaviours’ and ‘attending to behaviours’, but not
the reasoning behind animals’ actions (intentions). Within this space, all we can do as researchers
is interpret these behaviours. This same interpretation is very often the case in hild o puter
Interaction (CCI) and so eti es also in adult studies in those cases where it can be hard to draw at the
intention behind the interaction loop. As ACI is a relatively new field, there is clearly more research to
be undertaken to explore these gulfs, particularly with support from the animal psychological and
behavioural fields.
The feedback loop presented in Figure 1 has also been odelled by Freil et al. [32], ho also
extended fro or an’s [29] gulfs to ards a dog co puting training scenario. nlike as described
here, Freil et al. [32] considered the model to be fully closed. Our view, in this paper, is that for the gulf
of evaluation to have execution errors such as slips and mistakes, this requires specific knowledge of
the animal’s intentions. This literature review therefore considers the animal’s intentions (as termed
by Freil et al. [32]) to be human interpretations (as noted within the gulf of evaluation above) of the
animal’s behaviour.
Dra ing back to the published literature from ACI, interaction has been considered here in
a broad sense including the animal controlling a system [7,8,33,34], systems detecting an ani al’s
behaviour [35,36], syste s reacting to an ani al’s behaviour [30,37] and the ani al interacting ith
the hu an through its behaviour [4,6,11,38–40]. As noted within the ACI manifesto [9], the interaction
can also be explored by improving the usability of systems as well as by creating a meaningful
experience for the animal. This is evidenced in work that has studied how animals can input to
technology [8,41–43], how animals can be soothed or stimulated by technology [30,44,45] and how
animals and humans can be connected through technology [4,6,38,40,46]. An interesting point within
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these intersections is the transferal of these technologies across species and across disciplines, that will
also be addressed in this manuscript through modelling the technological system’s space within ACI.
3. Technologies in ACI
This section reviews the ACI literature in terms of the different technological approaches present
in ACI related works. The following subsections describe these innovations in further detail: tangible
and physical objects, haptic and wearable technologies, olfactory interfaces, screen interfaces and
tracking mechanisms. This classification has been originated into subgroups via the thematic analysis
of the technology interface in order to explore those areas in further depth. Each section will summarize
the current narrative of the technology interface and will then bring these findings into an overall
model of technologies in ACI. This narrative aims to provide a general technological picture of the
field, with future trends and opportunities discussed later on in Section 4.
3.1. Model of Technologies within ACI
Figure 2 illustrates the framework, proposed by this literature review, building from
Jukan et al.’s [18] model regarding technologies for animal welfare. The framework proposed here
focuses more towards overall technologies in ACI and thus expands Jukan et al.’s work. Reviewed
here are: Tangible & Physical technologies, Haptic & Wearable technologies, Olfactory interfaces,
Screen-based interfaces and Tracking technologies. These various technologies seek to aid animals
in various instances; such as to aid human health, control the animal, enable data exchange, assist
working animals, aid service animals, enrich play and monitor the animal.
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Table 1. Classification of Interactive Technologies in Animal Computer Interaction.
Classification Papers Interface Species Aim
Tangible & Physical [4,21,30,33,43,54–65]
Animal-Robotic Interfaces
Ball Toys
Button Systems
Music Touch Systems
Tug Toys
Treat Systems
Chickens
Dogs
Elephants
Orangutans
Control
Communication
Enrichment
Human Health
Playful
Welfare
Haptic & Wearable [6,11,14,35,36,38,40,50,52,55,66–92]
Biotelemetry Collars
GPS Collars
Inertial Measurement Units
(IMU)
Vibrotactile Vest
Vibrotactile Button
Vibrotactile Plates
Wearable
Chickens
Cows
Crickets
Dogs
Elephants
Pigs
Control
Communication
Service Animal
Working Animal
Olfactory [37,41,48,93]
Deer cracker (food)
Pressure sensors
Smell interface
Deer
Dogs
Control
Communication
Working Animal
Screen Technology [3,8,31,33,42,44,53,94–104]
Interactive Walls
Tablets
Touchscreens
TV Screens
Cats
Dogs
Orangutans
Pigs
Enrichment
Human Health
Playful
Service Animal
Working Animal
Tracking Technology [11,51–53,105–115]
Depth Sensors
RGB Cameras
Thermal Cameras
Cats
Chickens
Dogs
Giraffes
Horses
Mice
Orangutans
Pigs
Enrichment
Monitoring
Playful
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3.2. Tangible and Physical Objects
As technologies began becoming intertwined with animals, these early systems primarily focused
around the animal-human communication paradigm where humans sought to communicate with
animals. These systems included the LANA (LANguage Analogue) project where chimpanzees used
“lexigrams” to create sentences and communicate with humans [116] and early button systems to allow
dolphins to ask for certain toys and food [117]. Whilst early research focused around the cognitive
abilities of animals, Resner [4] challenged this by looking at the animal-technology relationship in
more of a HCI stance focusing on Interaction Design (IxD). Hu et al. [60] took this idea further by
creating a web-based system to allow humans to remotely interact with their dogs by giving them
treats, talking to them through speakers or throwing a tennis ball they could catch, The system aimed
to improve pet-human interaction and came from a HCI IxD standpoint. These early archetypes were
primarily based on tangible and physical objects and collectively contribute a large number of ACI
technology interfaces.
In ACI, exploration has been conducted with tangible and physical objects such as pulling
devices [43,64], buttons [21,30] (Figure 3), digitally augmented toys such as tree trunks and
pulleys [55,118] and plastic balls [62], and with robots [56,57].
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Robinson et al. [43] created a pulley system for a medical assistant dog to call for help using a tug
toy as an interaction mechanism, as this is a familiar way of interaction for a dog. Following an iterative
user-centred design process, in which they tested several materials and configurations, they developed
a high-fidelity prototype of a dog alarm system that could work for several scenarios [64].
Tangible objects have also been explored within ACI in their ability to give animals control
over their environment and any proposed technological interventions. Along this line of thought,
French et al. [45] used ordinary items found within an elephant’s enclosure to allow the automatic use
of devices—in this case a shower. With orangutans, Pons et al. [62] studied how non-technological
everyday objects could be augmented with auditory digital responses in order to provide a novel
form of enrichment for these animals, building on their intrinsic dexterity for object manipulation.
More recently, Gupfinger and Kaltenbrunner [58] have explored the use of tangible technological
mediators with grey parrots so that they can produce sounds and music by activating a joystick or
a rope swing; this builds from Ritvo & Allison’s [33] work with orangutans and music (see Section 3.4).
A similar approach was followed to develop a tangible cylinder for an orangutan’s enclosure that
produces sounds when rotated [59]. The cylinder, in this case, was attached to the wall and it had
a maze-puzzle embedded in it. Orangutans explored the cylinder freely, by rotating or touching it,
which produced sounds not only in their enclosure but also in the human visitors’ side, augmenting
and enriching the human experiences of viewing captive animals at a zoo. Technology has opened
a whole new range of possibilities in terms of animal enrichment, as everyday objects can now be
enhanced with sensors to create more varied scenarios. For example, researchers and staff at San
Francisco Zoo have created a giant puzzle feeder for rhinos [61]. The system dispenses treats when the
animals investigate and manipulate it, fostering their natural foraging behaviours [61].
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Button-like devices have been one of the most common approaches when working with dogs,
allowing these animals to intuitively interact with either their paws or noses. Geurtsen et al. [30] used
used a pressure plate button to give dogs treats—a method in line with current consumer products
for dogs such as CleverPet [15]. Another investigation of button systems with service dogs was by
Mancini et al. [21] who sought to look at extending dog accessibility towards their environment in
mobility dogs by mapping out the challenges faced in a human domain (Figure 4).
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Gergely et al. [57] examined interaction with Unidentified Moving Objects (UMO) by investigating
how dogs act socially with robots. Gergely et al. [57] found that dogs act socially towards UMOs from
expectations of the system over a short period, offering up an indication towards social robots for dogs.
Previous to this work, Singh & Yong [119] used robotic tails on robots which could move positions
(wag, raise, lower and hold straight) to investigate dog tail communication states; this work is yet to be
tested with other dogs to draw conclusive results. Westerlaken et al. [65] used a design observational
study with dogs and robots, applying different variations to the robotic devices, such as puzzle or
treat-dispenser cases, and with tangible objects that produced sound or smell. They observed that
the material of the robot conditioned the interest of the dogs in the game: when the dogs realized
they could not grab the robotic ball with their mouths, they began to lose interest in the game. One of
their main observations was that different traits in each individual dog could lead to different kinds of
playful preferences. In a similar fashion, Pons et al. [63] conducted an observational study with seven
cats and two different small robots to methodologically investigate cats’ interactions and to see which
devices the cats preferred. The authors found that the age and size of the cats was a factor, as cats
usually preferred to interact with smaller robots in order to replicate a playful hunting behaviour
with them. This aligns with Westerlaken et al.’s [65] proposition of animals’ personal traits playing
an important role within the interactions.
Byrne et al. [54] have recently proposed a technological approach to predict the suitability of
dogs for assistive dog training progra s. The authors have explored whether aspects of canine
temperament can be detected from dogs’ interactions with sensors embedded in two instrumented dog
toys: a silicone ball and a silicone tug sensor. From the dog’s natural interactions with the instrumented
devices, a prediction model has been created that allows for the assessment of the dogs’ outcomes in
the program with an 87.5% average accuracy.
hilst tangible and physical objects have a long history within ani al technologies, the way in
hich these types of interfaces have been investigated has developed fro a purely cognitive and
behavioural standpoint towards a more interactive paradigm. Within this area the largest body of work
conducted has been for service and working animals, with recent moves towards the zoo and pet fields.
There are clear gaps present within the research to investigate not only new technologies, but also
to investigate how animals respond to, and can be trained more efficiently towards, technological
systems that they hold, sniff, point, paw, tug and use in both regards towards the interface and
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interaction model. As the ACI field advances, work is currently shifting towards a non-training
approach, especially in the context of enrichment, play or technologies aiming towards giving the
animal control. A more animal-centric design perspective in these scenarios has been to deploy
the technology and let the animal “become with” [102,120], where no interaction is wrong, so as to
iteratively re-design the technology based on the observed interactions in a research through design
fashion [118]. More research has yet to be done in terms of animal-centred design methodologies to
account for these new insights as the field knowledge grows, questioning which user (man or animal)
is really in the centre of the design [121].
3.3. Haptic and Wearable Technologies
Haptic technology is defined as “the science of applying touch sensation and control to interact
with computer developed applications” [122]. Therefore, a haptic device allows the user interface to be
the animal’s body sensations; this includes especially tactile feedback to perform actions and receive
input. One method of instantiating a haptic interface is the use of vibrotactile technologies which can
range from skin surface monitoring to vibrating interfaces. Lee et al.’s [11] work, one of the first ACI
contributions, used a haptic wearable jacket on chickens in order to allow a human user to remotely
stroke the chicken. A similar approach was presented by Réhman & Li [80], who proposed remote
communication between humans and animals via vibrotactile feedback for the animal. More recently,
haptic vibrotactile interfaces have been implemented for dogs, using the same research method as
Lee et al. [11]. Britt et al. [34] trained a dog using a vibrotactile haptic vest that allowed a human
handler to remotely guide the dog using vocal commands as well as applying vibrations on the vest.
This idea has also been explored by Byrne et al. [68] using haptic cues to assist in training, an approach
also evident in Morrison et al. [6] who iteratively designed a wearable vibrotactile vest to assist in
direction pointing for hunting dogs, arguing that vibrotactile input aids the collaborative discussion
within hunting between dog and owner. These vibrotactile haptic interfaces, however, have so far only
been used with dogs and chickens, where these devices have been proposed to have a positive reaction
for animals [11,38] and successful training in reported behaviours [6,34,68], leaving this User Interface
(UI) open for future exploration.
Vibrotactiles however, are not constrained to animals using wearable haptics. French et al. [55]
developed vibrotactile buttons made of different materials for elephants. These interactive devices
were aimed towards triggering elephants’ curiosity to explore the device based on the haptic feedback
they received when approaching the material with their trunks. The vibrotactile buttons allowed
elephants to produce different sounds in their enclosure. In one extreme case, vibrotactile feedback
was used with insects (crickets) by applying vibrations to the ground on which the crickets stood [84];
although the authors did face problems with animal shedding in reaction to vibrations. A follow up
study investigated if playing PAC-MAN against an Artificial Intelligence (AI) is perceived as ‘funnier’
than playing against a system replicating animals’ movements [85].
Wearable computing has been defined as “the study or practice of inventing, designing, building,
or using miniature body-borne computational and sensory devices” [123]. Wearables in HCI have
been used for a wide variety of purposes, and their proliferation has also reached the field of ACI.
For instance, biotelemetry devices can be considered as wearable interfaces although there remains
an argument on the term ‘user’ being applied to this scenario, being preferred the term ‘wearer’.
Biotelemetry devices have been used for many years in biological research, playing an important role
in the development of behavioural science and in ACI research which looks at the wearability of these
devices [50,77]. Biotelemetry devices have also been used to inform blind dog owners of real-time
heartbeat and respiration rates of their dogs while taking a walk [40]. The information provided
by the biotelemetry sensors on the dog was transmitted to the human handler by means of either
vibrotactile feedback or audio devices. Mealin et al. [40] found that although vibrotactile interfaces
provide more accurate responses, dog handlers preferred to use audio devices. In a more recent work
Mealin et al. [76] designed a system that collected physiological data from guide dogs in training using
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wearable devices. The collected data facilitated objective analysis of the dog during early stages of
training, helping to predict how successful a dog would be in the program.
Several works have addressed the necessity of tracking animals, beyond biotelemetry devices,
in different scenarios, this is expanded on in Section 3.6. However, despite the increase in tracking
technologies, the most common method to gather information about the animal has been to use
wearable harnesses or collars with attached technological devices providing information to the system
in charge of processing the information. One of the most basic methods for animal tracking in outdoor
scenarios has relied on GPS or radio-frequency localization, attaching the emitter devices to a collar
or harness. These systems only give information on the animal’s location and have been used by pet
owners, mostly to assess their dogs’ locations and to determine whether or not they are in trouble [75];
this technology also exists in commercial products such as FitBark [14]. This technology has also been
used during hunting activities with dogs, allowing the human leading the hunting activity to interpret
the movements of the dog in the field by following its signal on a handheld display [78,87].
Whilst GPS is useful, several outdoor scenarios require more precise information about the
animals’ movements or body postures during the activity, and even some kind of communication from
the animal to the human side. As an example, determining the pose of the animal is of vital importance
in the case of Search and Rescue (SAR) dogs which often have to work away from human sight;
it would be beneficial if the handlers knew the dogs’ location and pose. This type of recognition of
animals’ postures and activities is usually performed using accelerometers, gyroscopes or other inertial
measurements. Most of the works in ACI using these products have been with dogs, probably because
of their use as working and assistive animals [66,91]. Most of the works based on wearable devices
for activity/posture recognition are based on the use of a tri-axial accelerometer located at the dog’s
collar, these then apply classification techniques to the data obtained from the accelerometer in order
to recognize the activity/posture. There are several devices for dogs, some of them even commercial,
such as Whistle® [92], FitBark® [14] or WagTag™ [88] which make use of a tri-axial accelerometer to
perform basic activity level recognition. In [74], dogs wear a tri-axial accelerometer on the collar and,
after being trained with a k-nearest neighbours (kNN) classifier, the system is able to differentiate
between 14 activities and 2 postures.
Within the FIDO project [72], researchers have been studying how wearable devices could mediate
the communication between working dogs and their handlers, much like Morrison et al. [6]. The FIDO
project has undertaken extensive work on providing dogs with suitable wearable activators [73].
In addition, they have also considered to mediate this communication by recognizing motion-based dog
gestures—sit, spin, roll, jump, etc.—using a three-axis accelerometer attached to the front of a service
dog harness [82]. More recently, they have studied the use of a dog collar with an accelerometer
and gyroscope for the recognition of head gestures on dogs [35,83]. Whilst they struggled with the
sensitivity of such devices, the researchers did find that gesture recognition through collars was viable
and they pointed to looking to how a dog was trained (i.e., with a leash) to give an indication of
gestures that could be instantiated in such systems.
The effectiveness of wearable harnesses with several inertial measurement units located along the
harness has also been studied. The work of Ribeiro et al. [81] uses the angles of two accelerometers
on different locations on the dogs’ harness to develop an algorithm capable of estimating four poses
including: standing, lying down, sitting, and walking. Another project [66,67] extended this idea by
using more inertial measurement units located on the optimal locations of a dog’s body, which have
been determined attending to the algorithm’s performance and the dog’s comfort and physiognomy.
Using the information provided by these units and applying machine learning techniques, five static
postures and three dynamic behaviours can be identified. They have also compared the performance
of the classification algorithm using supervised against unsupervised classification methods [52].
The knowledge from these previous studies came together in Majikes et al. [36] research, which used
a harness vest system with dogs, like those used by Byrne et al. [68], Britt [34] and Lemasson et al. [38],
to monitor a dog’s posture during eating, standing, lying, sitting and standing on two legs (Figure 5).
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In the vest system for dogs, Majikes et . [36] extended the usefulness of p ic devic s by mixing
the vest outputs with human analysis for interpretation and found that this can lead to a higher rate in
successful training. The authors in the future hope to take this device into a fully autonomous system
and have cue trained behaviours leading to complex behaviours.
Acceleration data-loggers are also a common and efficient way of detecting cats’ body postures
and frequent behaviours based on movement [86]. Commercial devices for cat activity recognition are
also available, such as PawTrack® [79], which detects whether the cat is at home or outside, and offers
GPS geolocation for outdoor walks. However, it does not monitor any activity nor gesture such
as the non-commercial research Cat@Log [90] device. Cat@Log onsists of a cat collar device with
several sensors: a camera, a GPS, an accelerometer, a Bluetooth module, a battery and a micro SD card.
The camera provides videos of the cat’s view, while the accelerometer data allows activity recognition
such as sleeping, jumping, walking or scratching.
Canine Amusement and Training [89] present a home based wearable tracking system for dogs
away from accelerometers. This consists of Infra-Red (IR) emitters attached to the dog’s harness,
and a Wiimote’s IR camera placed on the ceiling. The system detects the location and posture of the
animal by tracking the IR emissions of the harness using the Wiimote. The detected postures and
location are used by the system to determine whether the dog is performing correctly the proposed
training activities offered by the system.
In recent years, ACI technology has also considered how w arable technology can improve animal
welfare in farming scenarios. Haladjian et al. [70] studied motion sensors inserted inside a pig’s ear
in order to classify the pig’s physical activities into ‘walking’, ‘eating’ and ‘resting’. This ongoing
work would enable veterinarians to keep track of free-roaming pigs and the pilot study showed
the approach was viable and would even enable the tracking of pig activities with an accuracy of
95.8%. In a similar manner, Haladjain et al. [71] implemented and evaluated a wearable device to
be attached to a cow’s hind left leg. This device could detect gait anomalies in cows in an effective
way for large cow populations. The proposed device builds an individual model of the usual walking
pattern of a cow during t first m nutes of use and detects deviations from th s model, reaching
a 91.1% of accuracy. R cently, Carpio et al. [69] pro osed a novel s rt farming system and application
framework based on wearables and cloud computing, with an emphasis on animal welfare features
for cows and pigs. As opposed to haptics, it can be observed that wearable interfaces not always
imply that the animal is an active user of the technology. In some scenarios in which the technology is
placed on the wearable for sensing purposes, the animal might not be required to make any kind of
interaction, other than being just a wearer, and thus is clearly not aware of the data exchange that is
happening between the wearable technology and the data receiver.
As laid out above, the rese rch and commercial space for wearable and vibrotactile devices
has grown significantly in the last few years beginning with chicken and dog systems, and recently
extending into livestock and farming scenarios. These systems, in general, are aimed towards working
and service animals, focusing on control and data exchange. However, there is clearly a gap between
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using wearable interfaces to quantify the animal’s actions, and pairing this data with vibrotactile
interfaces to allow a two-way feedback from the animal to the human and vice versa. In addition,
as more of these devices are deployed it is essential to continue studying how the use of haptics,
wearables and biotelemetry devices affects the behaviour of the animal wearer.
3.4. Olfactory Interfaces
Grounded within the principles of animal-centred design, Johnston-Wilder et al. [41] (Figure 6)
and Mancini et al. [37] have created interfaces to provide supplementary information, in olfactory
detection of cancer by dogs, using pressure plates. These studies, building from dogs’ olfactory work,
have found that an olfactory system is a possible interaction method within ACI, highlighting the
potential of this approach as it allows for the dogs’ natural behaviour while sniffing the samples.
Analysis on the pressure patterns from the sensors allowed to distinguish between positive, negative
and uncertain samples, removing errors derived from human interpretation of the dog’s interactions.
Currently these authors are further exploring learning algorithms to implement these pressure patterns
as a recognition tool.
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Lawson et al. [48] has also proposed olfactory systems for dogs’ socialization within a speculative
design fiction system they term “the internet of dogs”. These design fiction scenarios allow for dogs
to use smell as a communication system by focusing on the production and identification of odours,
suggesting that dogs’ primary sense of smell could be used as a CAPTCHA within this “internet of
dogs”. During this work Lawson et al. [48] noted previous speculative designs that proposed the use
of dogs as olfactory authentication mechanisms within ordinary technology systems (e.g., ATMs),
questioning the user-centric values of future olfactory technology.
Moving away from dogs, Kobayashi et al. [93] describe a system for human-animal interaction
in wild environments, for deer. The proposed system consists of a remote-controlled rotating table
that the user manipulates using a screen interface. The table, surrounded by surveillance cameras,
is located in a wild environment, and has a deer cracker made of rock salt placed upon the table.
The system is intended so that the smell of the rock salt would attract wild deer, creating a remote
interactive experience with wildlife for the human user.
In summary, olfactory technologies as input interactive mechanisms in ACI have currently only
been studied within service dog interfaces and speculated about with dogs and deer. The exploration
of olfactory technologies for animals introduces many unknown questions, not only about the animals’
interpretation of the interface, but, as Lawson et al. [48] expresses, about “what information the dog
has understood, or transmitted”. As technology develops further in this field, so will the variety of
animal users that this can be applied to, and the instances in which this can be used grow, even if we
do not completely understand the animals’ reasoning fully.
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3.5. Screen Technology
Whilst many novel interface devices are used in ACI, the classic visual and touchscreen interfaces
contribute a large proportion of animal-computer research. Research in this area has included using
tablets as UIs for dogs watching videos [44], screens for remote notification systems [8] (Figure 7),
tablet games for cats [3] and orangutans [101] (Figure 8), wall interactive devices for pigs [94] and
investigations on the usability of screens for dogs [31].
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Screens can be configured solely as output technologies or, more recently, as input/output using
a stylus or touch. Many enrichment activities conducted at zoos and sanctuaries with orangutans have
involved the use of touchscreens or tablets, such as in the Apps for Apes project [95]. This project has
also been used in several zoos around the world, including with orangutans at Melbourne Zoo [101].
The most common scenari for this sort of interaction is w ere a human keeper holds the tablet in
front of the apes’ enclosure so that an orangutan can touch the screen with its digits through the mesh.
The human keeper typi ally encourages the orangut n to engage with the different apps offered in
the touchscreen (Figure 8). Orangutans have also been shown to be able to use visual touchscreen
interfaces with a stylus [33] within a musical preference study. In this work, orangutans could use
a branch within their enclosure as a stylus to select one of the two halves of a screen, and depending
on the side chosen, a different musical piece was played. Importantly, within this study it was
found that orangutans often rejected the technology. Allowing natural interactions with technology
exposes many interesting things, including non-use. Wirman [102,103] has extensively explored how
orangutans would naturally interact with screen-based technologies, listing all the different ways
orangutans explored the tablets or screens they had lying around their environment. These included
not only touching the screen wit th ir digits (fingers), but also using sticks, licking with their tongues,
and pouring liquids over [103]. Another example is the work conducted by P rdue et al. [42], who
inst lled a touchscree in a naturalistic tree s ructure inside the orangutans enclosure t Zoo Atlanta.
This work studied the effect of the touchscreen in orangutans’ behaviours and also assessed the human
visitor perceptions of the animal-computer interaction. At Indianapolis Zoo, touch panels have been
used with orangutans to provide them with enrichment activities while at the same time allowing for
the study of cognitive abilities in different tasks [97]. These authors also created an installation in which
humans could interact, and play together, with the orangutans in a shared touch panel (Figure 9).
Playful interactions between animals and screen devices within ACI have also been studied for
non-primate species, including pigs, cats and dogs. Alfrink et al. [94] proposed a novel interface for
pigs’ enrichment, in which pigs and humans could remotely interact via a giant touchscreen located
in the pigs’ enclosure. The h man would remotely control a visual element that would appear in
the pigs’ screen, so th t the pigs could follow it and touch it with their noses cr ating a mbined
way for huma s and an mals to use a screen interfac togeth r. Bu lding from this human-animal
screen interacti n, Westerlaken & Gualeni [3] develo ed and evaluated a tablet-based game for cats
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coined Felino. Felino was designed following an animal-centred perspective, in which the interaction
could be adapted on the human side towards the ongoing perceived experience of the cat players.
Baskin et al. [44] have studied humans’ perception of dogs’ interactions with tablets considering
the screen device as an output interface in which dogs could watch videos. Their study built from
Hirskyj-Douglas and Read’s [124] work on increasing human perception of dog behaviours with
screens using the Dog Information Sheet (DISH). Baskin et al.’s [44] results acknowledged that not
all perceived interactions could be considered playful and that careful consideration needed to be
taken into account when designing this kind of interactive experiences. This issue has previously been
highlighted in Lawson et al.’s (2015) work on speculative design with dogs and cats where it was
found the human would often trust the judgement of the technology over scientific judgement.
Zeagler et al. [104] examined touchscreen interfaces with dogs for an alert interface and pointed
out that affordances should be investigated to make touchscreens more usable for these animals i.e.,
the appropriate use of colour and understanding spacing between activation ‘dots’. More recently,
Zeagler et al. [8] presented work around the training methods of implementing these systems with
dogs using touchscreen (nose) interfaces. Zeagler et al. [8] sought to train dogs to connect two dots on
a touch screen interface by firstly training a dog to touch a single dot and then training the dog to slide
the nose between two dots to create a dog alarm system similar to Robinsons et al. [64] tangible work
mentioned in Section 3.2). Their work presented guidelines for future touch screen interfaces around
the type of interfaces (non-projection monitors), the target distance and size (at least 3.5 inches) and on
the best training paradigms (shaping for training touch and backchaining for sequential tasks) towards
getting dogs to achieve the best behaviour modification required to use the technology. Importantly,
Zeagler et al.’s [8] work found that first contact touch screen interfaces are easier for dogs to use and
understand than lift-off interactions adding towards the design considerations and training methods
in the space of dog screen interfaces. The authors sought to further explore this space through fully
training dogs to use such screen systems to ‘call for help’.
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Whilst touchscreen design is clearly interesting, ACI has still not really understood the extent
to which animals attend to, and can interpret, what is being shown on screen-based displays.
Dogs’ attention to screens has been previously explored in studies in animal behaviour that have
tracked vision [110,112] or touchscreens [100] with static images. Extending this study into moving
media is beginning to be explored within ACI through workaround screen interaction with artificial
presences and virtual reality systems [98] and with methods to analyse multiple screen systems [31].
Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [31] created a method to test a dog’s viewing habits, favouring and following
between three screens with initial findings indicating that dogs do have a media preference but also
low attention times with screen devices. Hirskyj-Douglas et al.’s [31] core contribution within screen
devices however, was that their method allowed for dogs to not attend to screens unlike previous
work [110,112], echoing out Ritvo and Allison’s [33] findings of animals rejecting technology.
Ohta et al.’s [98] work in progress research plans to use interactive video interfaces to investigate
the visual feedback loop (with partial depth cue perceptions) effect on animals’ behaviour to investigate
the animal attachment between dogs and robots. This research builds on Kerepesi et al. [96]
previous work on visual communicative signals between dogs and humans and cats and humans,
and Pongracz et al. [99] work on projecting human images to signal dogs. Wallis et al. [100] take
these ideologies further by seeking ways for screens to provide mental stimulation for aging dogs in
an animal welfare stance. The mental stimulation is designed by means of touch screen discrimination
between two objects giving positive or negative feedback for cognitive enrichment. Delineating from
this, Hirskyj-Douglas & Read [53] built methods for dog driven screen devices for dogs in their home
by using IR proximity sensors to detect a dog and displaying media o the dog when present. They used
this method as a way of flipping the paradigm on normal media devices by allowing the dog to control,
and choose, if they wished to use the system.
There is therefore, a growing, nonetheless limited, body of research, as demonstrated above,
to investigate and map animals’ requirements towards visual interfaces. One way that requirement
gathering, and evaluations have been conducted with visual interfaces in HCI and animal-technologies
is through tracking technologies, as will be described in Section 3.6. Another core area of discussion
regarding screen technologies is whether the interaction with the interface remains user-centric from
the animal perspective depending on its species. For example, screen technologies for zoo enrichment
for great apes do not usually allow the animal to hold the device, and screen technologies for animals
currently normally require training influencing the animals’ ordinary behaviours. Nevertheless,
screen technologies have been one of the most researched areas within ACI, with the flexibility and
prolific occurrence of these interfaces offering insightful results to inform the field of ACI and HCI for
unordinary users of screen systems. As new perspectives and methodologies are incorporated, future
applications and explorations on these devices remain to be discovered.
3.6. Tracking Technologies
The notion of eye tracking, as a way to examine focus, has been around since the 1800s where
people conducted eye movement studies from observations with Edmund Huey progressing the field
in 1908 using contact lenses on the subject’s eye with a hole for the pupil and the use of aluminium
pointers [125]. In the late 1990s early 2000s, eye tracking technology was expanded towards animal
users, focusing mostly on primates and dogs; some of this work involved surgical interventions [126].
Body, face, eye and gaze positioning have played a part in understanding human and animal behaviour
in ACI through tracking gaze [112], body posture [51,114] and automated face reactions [127] similarly
to HCI [128,129]. The advancements made in HCI tracking technology have not yet been fully exploited
in ACI technologies, but there is an increasing corpus of ACI studies regarding animal’s tracking in
horses [108,109], cats [51,130] and dogs [110,112,114] (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Using a head-mounted, eye-tracking system with dogs [110].
Williams et al. [110] wanted to increase spatial accuracy for laboratory settings by using mobile
head mounted, video based, eye-tracking system achieving in their work an accuracy of 2–3◦.
Sompii et al. [112] took a different approach than Williams et al. [110], by, instead of training a dog to
wear a mounted system, training a dog to rest its head upon a headrest to achieve contact-free eye
movement tracking. Unlike Williams et al. [110], Sompii et al. [112] used pictures rather tha treat
location tracking. Sompii et al.’s [112] research provided evidence that dogs focus th ir tention on
informative regions of the images where their gaze fixation depended upon the images category (human,
dog, shape and letter). This discrimination of images lead to suggestions that dogs can discriminate
images of different categories corresponding with Farago et al. [131] who found that dogs consider
natural objects more interesting than abstract ones. Somppi et al. [112] did comment however, that they
cannot yet draw any conclusions as to whether the attention of dogs was directed towards stimulus
features or semantic information or a mixture of both opening up questions in animal tracking around
the impact of the complexity/simplicity of the image in regard to findings. This ork did delineate
towards species-dependant behaviour [132,133] when viewing faces towards a more natural setting
moving Williams et al.’s [110] goal of naturalistic tracking forward. Rese rch into animals’ cognitive
processing of technology is particularly needed in animals where welfare is of concern because they
cannot vocalise opinions and choices [9]. Animals can be trained to use tracking systems [112] or can be
tracked wearing head-mounted systems [110], but both these strategies are known to influence their
ordinary behaviour, which is the very thing, ironically in these studies, that researchers are typically
aiming to measure as noted in Hirskyj-Douglas et al. [31] work mentioned in Section 3.5.
The constraints and difficulties of tracking technologies that limit the animals’ natural behaviours
leave a space open it in animal-computing to draw back to the riginal obs rvational tracking
methods in HCI t allow animals to explore technology in ordinary ways, merging early human
methods with current usability methods. ACI has recently proposed image-based-human-interpreted
recognition systems with horses [108,109], orangutans [111], giraffes [105], cats [51,130] (Figure 11)
and dogs [107,114].
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These non-intrusive tracking systems vary in how they operate with some using image
shape recognition [51], feature and posture recognition [51,107,109,114], motion recognition [111],
proximity [53], and point recognition [110,112]. Pons et al. [51] used a Microsoft Kinect depth sensor
facing down from the ceiling to record cats’ naturally behaviour when playing. This data was used
to create a non-wearable tracking system capable of recognizing cats’ postures (sitting, semi-sitting,
walking, standing, jumping and turning), body parts (head, body, tail) and orientation (Figure 11).
The tracker used the average area of the cat’s contour, number of pixels and average depth for each
cluster to classify the image. The performance of this non-wearable tracker has been extensively
analysed in a follow-up study [130] in which authors compared several machine learning classifiers
and a greater set of features for the classification.
Building from Pons et al. [51], Mealin et al. [114] (Figure 12) used a Microsoft Kinect depth sensor
as well for posture and feature recognition for dogs. Mealin et al. [114] used average depth values and
aspect ratios of bounding boxes around the animal, rather than clustering features, for the classification.
Both these systems, however, are still semi supervised, where in the case of Mealin et al. [114] multiple
images of the background must be included within the training data set to gather better depth reading
when comparing singular images, simplifying background separation from the dog. This requires an
expert user to implement these systems. Several works, especially in the area of animal behaviour,
have used just colour cameras to detect animals’ shapes and track their movement without any posture
detection, such as with pigs [115], dogs [113], chickens [11] or mice [106].
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North et al. [108,109] have proposed, and are currently developing, a video-based automated
behaviour identification software tool for observations of both horse-to-horse and horse-to-human
interaction coined HABIT. In 2017, North proposed to extract salient features, such as the horse’s
ears, in order to start the detection of the horse in real scenarios and from a variety of viewpoints.
Also taking a very animal-centric approach, Webber et al. [111] created and evaluated a tracking
system for orangutans in a zoo environment. The interactive system consisted of projecting images
on the ground of the orangutans’ enclosure, while a depth sensor tracked the movement and touch
of the orangutans over the projections. This system aimed for enrichment purposes allowed a more
natural exploration of the technology from the animals’ point of view. Another approach, proposed
by Dong et al. [105] for zoo environments, is the use of a single thermal vision camera for giraffe
identification and tracking in an unconstrained environment. This work detects giraffes within the
image through their body temperature and distinguishes them from other animals by applying machine
learning techniques. This proposed system is capable of tracking the movement patterns of giraffes
within their enclosure during day and night, allowing for 24-h monitoring.
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The space for tracking animals is sparse but growing towards untrained and unsupervised
off-body systems, as much as vibrotactile systems are growing into on the body systems. From this
review, it seems that whilst tracking technology has a growing use within ACI, particularly in image
and posture recognition, there is still a missing gap of research that needs to be conducted to ensure
its usefulness towards the animal’s normal behaviour. Specifically built animal contact-free and
training-free versions of eye tracking systems still do not exist. In addition, complex behaviours cannot
be inferred from basic posture tracking, which makes it difficult to build a system capable of fully
reacting to the animals’ intentions. There is clearly a space open within ACI for studying non-wearable
tracking of animals’ behaviour, in which interdisciplinary approaches and knowledge from animal
behaviour are essential in this matter.
4. Future of Technologies within ACI
As this field is a relatively new area of investigation, there is much further work that needs to
be done to iteratively test some of the technological interfaces, designs, systems and models outlined
within with a larger dataset: of varying animals and breeds at different ages in different contexts
and situations. In addition, several works within ACI that have not been covered in this literature
review have focused on methodologies for, and the ethics of, designing and building technology
for and with animals—this leaves an open body of work. As the technology around ACI grows,
the results will inform the development and formal definition of specific methods for this discipline,
drawing from conjoining fields such as HCI and animal behaviour. In return, these methods will
greatly help to advance the development of new technological devices and systems with a further
grounded animal-centred perspective. The technology informed results described above are placed
within the time and context of the current technology, which with advancements, turning towards the
pet, zoo and farm specialties and computer interaction interfaces, a few of the obtained results may
significantly change over time.
The research works that have been discussed above within this literature review have been
received with interest within the community and where presented; however, the acceptance of
these views varies dependent upon the community’s set paradigms. The ACI community embraces
the animal-centric technologies and results gathered as the philosophical approach fits within the
community paradigms laid out within the ACI Manifesto [9]. To the HCI community, they embrace
the recognition of method transferences, particularly between animals, children and other non-verbal
users to elicit new methods [47,134]. To the animal research community, the animal-centric approach
is often considered in a more flexible way. For example, training is frequently carried out and
the initial results are considered as a source of information, in contrast with more goal oriented
systems [63,65]. To animal owners and those who look after animals, the potential outcomes of the ACI
field hold promise for entertainment and enrichment possibilities as shown through the recent growth
in pet technological products towards fostering monitoring [14] and playful robotic systems [135].
However, the animal-centred perspective of ACI studies is not always materialized in industry designs,
which requires for careful considerations when deploying pet technology at homes, into our zoos and
farms. In this regard, both industry and the ACI community still need to find a way to complement
each other and work together towards ensuring animal welfare.
The rest of this section sets out the research agenda for future work which would have implications
towards each of the communities outlined above. This research agenda forms an important contribution
of this literature review and is drawn out through the noticed gaps informing both novice and
experienced researchers within ACI.
4.1. Animal-Driven Devices for Enrichment and Work
Within modern society many animals, such as pets and farm animals, often spend time alone.
Devices that are designed for animals to support these alone periods could potentially provide a usable
platform for developing enrichment devices. This is not to state that enrichment is a sole process;
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technology could also align with the human-animal bond to enrich that play, and there are already
several works and projects devoted to this line of research [51,102,111]. Most of the works proposing
enrichment or playful technology for animals have been focused on pets and zoo animals, while studies
centred on farm animals have been mostly oriented towards welfare and data exchange (see Figure 2).
However, farm animals which are arguably the most mistreated animals within modern society could
also greatly benefit from playful technological interventions, which can certainly be another way
of improving their welfare. The ACI community is slowly beginning to explore these enrichment
opportunities [136].
One of the most studied species within ACI is dogs, with one of the biggest growth areas of ACI
being devices to support a dog’s work. This has motivated that, in some ACI technologies, rather than
the human being in control of the system, the animal is trained towards using the system. This training
varies from the animal making simple behavioural choices of activating a device when faced with
certain situations [8,30,64] through to being trained to sort something [37,41]. On the other end of
the scale, there are less constructed and more exploratory interactions where an animal is presented
with technologies and their behaviours documented, such as interactions with robots [57,63,65].
A future step could be taken in ACI to deeply explore the idea of animal centred methods [9,121]
to allow technology to be shaped around animals’ affordances. It is in this way that the technology
used will become yet even more suitable for the animal. Building from previous investigations in
button systems [21], enrichment for zoo enclosures [118], or screen systems [31], one of the promising
mechanisms to explore animal-centeredness could be the design and development of animal-activated
systems. For example, tracking systems could be useful to account for natural occurrences of animals
initiating an interaction through observation and learning.
4.2. Investigating What Is Interactivity in Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI)
At the beginning of this literature review, comments were given on the feedback loop between
animals and systems. One of the key areas for ACI is to investigate what it means to have interaction
between animals and technology. For instance, depending on the focus of the research, animals have
been considered to be wearers, as in the case of biotelemetry devices, to fully interactive users, such as
within some playful technologies. However, there is a whole range of interactivity levels, participation
models and discussions around whether an animal is actively or inadvertently using some technology,
and these have each yet to be scoped within ACI. As an example, haptic interfaces such as vibrotactile
vests provide an interaction that the animal receives, with the animal initially not knowing what
caused the system to be triggered and instead learning the triggering mechanism through training
schemes focused around shaping the animals’ behaviour. There are also cases, such as Lee et al. [11] or
Van Eck & Lamers [84], where the animal receives the output produced by a human user, without any
control on the situation, which might not arguably be an interaction from the animal’s stance. On the
other side of the spectrum, involuntary participation of the animals within systems, such as the idea of
consent within ACI [9], are being introduced into ACI where the animal is free to choose to interact or
not [31].
Currently, little is known about the reasoning behind an animal’s interactions with technology
(the gulf of execution) and what the term ‘interaction’ means in the field of ACI, although this is
beginning to be explored and discussed [32]. This could be further investigated through looking
at what an animal’s usability is through their attention towards technology and behaviour while
using systems, and then aligning systems to allow for these actions. Long-term deployments of the
technology would also help to observe these spontaneous behaviours in a less-constrained scenario
than prefixed experimental sessions. All these elements could help further build up a stronger picture
of interactivity in ACI.
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4.3. Ethics and Agency in Animal-Computer Interaction (ACI)
Whilst this literature review does not aim to tackle in depth the notion of ethics and agency within
animal-computing systems, these attributes are inherently interwoven into technology interfaces used
in ACI. As Mancini [20] advocates in her welfare-centered ethics framework there is a case in ACI for
moving beyond existing regulations and guidelines in an animal-centric approach. This framework,
like Hirskyj-Douglas & Read’s ethical framework for dogs [137], focuses on obtaining mediated and
contingent consent from the animal. Alternatively, Väätäjä [138] takes another viewpoint upon ethical
technological implications for animals seeing ethics as a welfare issue, and therefore motivating her
framework within the need for mediating relatedness and intimacy with technology drawing from the
‘3R’s’ in science of replacement, reduction and refinement [139].
Intrinsically tied into this discussion is consent and animal agency, that is the ability of the
animal to act independently and to make their own free choice. Whilst Mancini [20] argues that
technology blurs the boundary between animal and human agency, as the lines between user and
interactors are obscured, Hirskyj-Douglas and Read [53] advocate for animal agency through exploring
technology interventions that aim towards animal-driven devices. This stance is in an aim towards free
choice (consent) from the animals themselves to give the animals further agency within technological
interventions, which situates this conversation between the ethical morality of working with animals
and the human drive to gather data [137].
Drawing back to technological instances, whilst ACI has the potential to significantly contribute
towards forming ethics of animals’ situation within and using technology, the current landscape of
computer systems, as explored above, has varying degrees of ethical implications and agency for
animals within technologies. For instance, not all the technologies explored within this manuscript
allow for consent, nor understand consent in the same way. Thus, the future of technological devices
for animals in computer systems is closely drawn in relation to ethical and agency propositions
towards methodological conditions for both shaping future technologies and fostering animal-centric
approaches. This creates a juncture in ACI to explore giving the animals varying degrees of agency
within technology localities to shape the future of ACI systems under a common understanding of
welfare implications and ethics.
4.4. Moving Beyond the Human-Animal-Computer Void
Perhaps due to the novelty of the field and the fact that the ACI community still has more
questions than answers, most of the works reviewed in this manuscript are focused on a single animal
interacting with a system. Several works have also addressed the role of technology in human-animal
relationships, as well as human-mediated systems for animal use. As suggested in Weilenmann &
Juhlin [87], Asplin & Juhlin [27] and in this literature review, there is an opportunity to move ACI
research from a sole animal-computer interaction and human-animal computer mediated interaction
towards animal-animal interaction by means of technology. Whilst it is unknown at this stage what
animals need and want in regards to computer technology for animal-to-animal communication, it is
only through exploring these areas that new light can be shed. Animals are often put within situations
which are not ideal for their well being due to human circumstances i.e., shelters, rescues and left in
homes, which isolate their contact from other animals where technology interventions could intervene
aiding both the human career and the animal themself.
The animal-to-animal internet has been used on a technological level for internet communication
sharing capability as a method to maximise technology performance by allowing the systems worn by
different pigeons to communicate [140]. This has been irrespective of the animal to animal interaction
themselves however. Whilst Reiss et al. [141] have suggested the interspecies internet to allow all
animals to communicate online and Lawson et al. [48] suggests the internet of dogs via olfactory
systems, this ideology has yet to be brought into fruition beyond ideologies and design fiction to
connect animals mediated through computer systems. Perhaps this is the next step for animal-centricity:
by building up technology systems to allow the internet of animals to evolve building ACI solely off
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animal requirements. This would be allowing, in some sense, to surpass the barriers within ACI put up
by humans. This narration includes the exploration of multispecies computer mediated interactions,
i.e., animal-animal interactive systems.
It is acknowledged however that even within animal-animal technology systems that are
animal-centred the human is inherently part of the interaction paradigm as they are the ones building,
initially designing and informing part, if not all, of the system(s) and interpreting the behaviour as
an output. However more efforts could be placed towards having the same responsibilities and actions
for both the human and the animal during the interaction phase, giving more voice and control to the
animal to guide the interaction and in defining how they want to interact with a human [2,102]. Whilst
it is understood that currently the human-animal ACI user space has not yet fully been explored,
this is not necessarily a prerequisite to animal-animal exploration but is sure to benefit the diverse
multispecies use.
5. Conclusions
This thematic literature review provides an outline of the ACI field concerning the technologies
involved. As demonstrated in this review, one method for analysing these technologies is through
their use; tangible and physical, haptic and wearable, olfactory, screen technologies and tracking
technologies. This is just one way of exploring current literature, yet it is necessary to approach
the foundational work in the field in order to reflect on the acquired knowledge. We hope this
framework will help building up new perspectives over ACI technologies and help to identify
promising opportunities for further development. Many of the technologies explored above have
potential within various areas of ACI from assisting with human health technologies, giving animals
more control, enabling data exchange between animals and humans, assisting working and service
animals and monitoring animals in both our own environments and the natural habitat.
There are currently few, but a growing number of, technologies in ACI often stemming from and
adapted from HCI and ethology. This literature has identified technologies used in ACI to support both
human to animal, animal to human and animal to robotic communication via computerised systems.
In particular, this thematic literature review notes spaces within tangible and physical, haptic and
wearable, olfactory, screen interfaces and tracking technologies. In tangible and physical technologies,
a change was noticed from traditionally investigating cognition and behaviour towards looking more
closely at the interaction paradigm, with particular systems expansion in the zoo and pet fields for
new technologies. Gaps were observed within tangible and physical systems to investigate new
training paradigms so animals can use systems more efficiently, and to look further at how animals
respond to the interfaces that they hold and use. For wearable systems it was noted that ACI is
expanding into wearable systems in order to quantify the animal’s behaviours and actions, providing
supplementary information away from tracking systems. Haptic systems are expanding further into
providing a communication mechanism between the animal and the human to investigate more
deeply the feedback loop. Another space identified within these two fields are in relation to pairing
these systems together to provide quantified and enhanced communication systems. In olfactory
technologies, currently only dogs and deer have been investigated, and only in one implemented
system, leaving spaces open to investigate this interaction mechanism in other species and further
for dogs. In visual screen interfaces, there is a gap to map the animals’ requirements towards these
interfaces, as mentioned through tracking technologies. It was also noticed the need for these screen
technologies to be more user-centric and to vary by species drawing from the field of HCI. Lastly,
in tracking technologies there is a gap and a move in ACI tracking methods towards unsupervised
and untrained off the body instances, particularly towards its usefulness for the animal user and to
quantify the animals’ behaviour. As suggested throughout the various sections of this literature review,
there is a need for a further interdisciplinary approach within ACI technologies to ground the field
forward within animal cognition and behaviour not just within the computer interaction space.
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There are, like Jukan et al. [18] mentions, technical and economic challenges to overcome, but these
have to be frame worked and mapped together to create a more foundational field knowledge from
which to build for both new and expert researchers and developers of ACI technologies. As a research
field, ACI is embedded within the research mentality towards positive animal welfare. It is instead
a question of the boundary of how much implementation of technology, the application of these
developments and the interaction paradigms that need to be carefully explored.
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